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March 21,2012 

Honorable Mark R. Kravitz 
Chainnan, U.S. Judicial Conference Committee on Rules of Practice & Procedure 
United States District Court 
Richard C. Lee United States Courthouse 
141 Church Street 
New Haven, CT 06510 

Honorable David G. Campbell 
Chainnan, Civil Rules Advisory Committee 
United States District Court 
Sandra Day OIConnor U.S. Courthouse, Suite 623 
401 West Washington Street, SPC 58 
Phoenix, AZ 85003-2156 

Dear Judges Kravitz and Campbell: 

JOHN CONYERS, JR., Michigan 
RANKING MEMBER 

HOWARD l. BERMAN, California 
JERROLD NADLER. New York 
ROBERT C. " BOBBY" SCOTT, Virginia 
MELVIN L WATT. North Carolina 
ZOE LOFGREN. California 
SHEILA JACKSON LEE, Texas 
MAXINE WATERS, California 
STEVE COHEN, Tennessee 
HENRY C "HANK" JOHNSON, JR, Georgia 
PEDRO R. PIERLUISI, Puerto Rico 
MIKE QUIGLEY, Illinois 
JUDY CHU, California 
TED DEUTCH, Florida 
LINDA T SANCHEZ, California 
(Vacancy) 

I write as Chainnan of the House Judiciary Committee's Constitution Subcommittee (the 
"Subcommittee") to update you on the Subcommittee's December 13,2011 hearing on "The 
Costs and Burdens of Civil Discovery" (the "Hearing"), and to respond to your letter of 
December 9,2011 highlighting the outstanding work the Civil Rules Advisory Committee (the 
"Advisory Committee") is doing in an effort to reduce the costs of civil litigation. I wish to pass 
on to you in your respective capacities as Chainnen of the Advisory Committee and the 
Committee on Rules of Practice and Procedure (the "Standing Rules Committee") the 
infonnation we developed demonstrating the need for improvements in the Rules. The record of 
the Hearing can be found at hnp://judiciary.holl .gov/hearings/hear 121 32011 2.html. 

The Hearing was significant because, while the Judiciary Committee and the House of 
Representatives as a whole have worked to identify Federal rules and regulations that impose 
undue costs and burden economic growth, it represents the first time that a fonnal Congressional 
hearing has been conducted to better understand how the costs and burdens of civil discovery 
impact litigants, the consumers of our civil justice system, and, consequently, our country's 
economic health. ' The Hearing examined whether unclear rules governing discovery in civil 
litigation are making our civil justice system too expensive. Evidence at the Hearing highlighted 
concerns from many quarters that the current discovery rules fall short of Rule l' s mandate that 
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the rules "should be construed and administered to secure the just, speedy, and inexpensive 
determination of every action and proceeding." 

Instead of encouraging quick, fair, and affordable fact finding, the current system of civil 
discovery encourages parties to bury each other in onerous requests for more and more data of 
dubious evidentiary value. The problem is exacerbated by the explosion of potentially 
discoverable data in our digital world that has been estimated to be increasing geometrically, 
doubling every two years. 

The cost of retaining, collecting, producing, reviewing, and preserving all of the data that 
may be subject to the discovery process runs from thousands of dollars in a typical case to many 
millions of dollars in a larger case. These costs make access to the justice system more expensive 
for individuals and businesses alike. Twenty thousand dollars is surely a steep entry fee for the 
average federal litigant, and in the most expensive cases costs can run so far out of proportion 
that the costs themselves overtake the pursuit of justice as the parties' focus. 

These costs hamper the American economy. According to testimony at the Hearing, 
simple rules changes could save the American economy billions of dollars a year. American 
businesses cannot survive global competition ifthey are spending billions of dollars on 
unnecessary litigation costs. That money would be better spent stimulating the economy, 
competing with foreign businesses, and creating American jobs. 

The Hearing demonstrated that the costs of civil discovery are excessive because the 
discovery rules are too vague and too subject to varying interpretations by different courts. The 
current Rules and law give parties little guidance as to what discoverable information is, when 
they are required to preserve information, and what their discovery and preservation obligations 
are. However, the sanctions for running afoul, even unintentionally, of a court's interpretation of 
the discovery rules can be extremely onerous-including striking a party's pleadings or adverse 
jury instructions. These vague standards and harsh sanctions combine to leave parties with little 
choice but to err on the side of preserving almost all of the documents and data that inundate 
their businesses everyday--driving costs and burdens higher still. 

Everyone agrees that parties to civil litigation are entitled to discovery of relevant, 
material documents in the other party's possession, and that destruction of evidence for the 
purpose of preventing its use at trial should be sanctioned. Even a perfect discovery system 
would still cost money. But the current system is inefficient, and costs far more money than 
needed to do justice. These high costs and inefficiencies have led to a world in which cases are 
too often resolved based on the parties' ability to impose discovery costs on one another instead 
of the merits of their respective cases. The result is that many meritorious cases are not brought 
because the cost of litigating the case exceeds the plaintiffs likely recovery. Other cases settle 
based on the costs of litigation rather than the merits. 

As one of our distinguished witnesses, former Colorado Supreme Court Justice Rebecca 
Kourlis, has written: "The status quo is not good enough. We created the current system; we 
must now create a better one." Justice Kourlis told us that the legal system is in serious need of 
repair, noting that it has become "expensive," 'inaccessible," and "mistrusted." Costs are so 
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great, she said, that they are now impacting access to the courts, noting that "The FRCP neither 
create predictability and consistency nor serve justice, efficiency and cost-effectiveness. 
Accordingly, they must be changed: both with respect to e-discovery and preservation, and also 
more broadly-to serve all litigants and potential litigants." 

Thomas H. Hill, Associate General Counsel, Environmental Litigation & Legal Policy for 
General Electric Company, testified that systemic reform should be implemented now, noting 
that "Many issues need to be addressed, including the inter-relationship and scope of pleadings 
and discovery, developing standards for preserving documents to ensure a fair, just and balanced 
legal system ... and addressing costs with a view toward how these issues impact our civil justice 
system." 

Moreover, Professor William H. J. Hubbard ofthe University of Chicago Law School 
submitted a recent preliminary study at the Hearing, which concluded: "It appears that 
companies could save billions of dollars with new Rules clarifying the events triggering the duty 
to preserve, the scope of preservation, and the standards for sanctions." 

We appreciate your Committee's current consideration of proposed rule changes to 
address many of these issues, salute your efforts, and look forward to the recommendations of 
your Committee. You and your Committee have a monumental effort ahead of you as it is our 
view that the Rules have become an outdated, confusing, and complex patchwork of vague and 
indeterminate standards that are in need of a major overhaul. Accordingly, we suggest that your 
Committee consider focusing for now on developing a clean, straightforward rewrite of the Rules 
governing discovery, preservation, and cost allocation. 

First, while the explosion of electronic discovery has dramatically changed the discovery 
process, the fundamental purpose of discovery -- namely, "the gathering of material information" 
-- remains unchanged. Thus, one response would be to limit the scope of discovery to 
information that is relevant and material to the claims and defenses in each case. The "cost
benefit" calculations imposed by sections like Rule 26(b )(2)( c) should be highlighted to ensure 
that discovery is proportional to the stakes and needs of the litigation. 

Second, it seems that the ordinary business practices of an organization should guide 
court's expectations about the data that businesses must retain rather than vague legal standards 
about when litigation may be "reasonably anticipated." The vague standard for when 
preservation obligations begin forces companies to depart from their ordinary business practices 
and begin retaining information that serves no business purpose whenever they think litigation 
might be possible. These costs can be significant even though litigation may never arise, and 
even though data that serves no business purpose and is not subj ect to regulatory retention 
requirements is unlikely to be probative. At the Hearing, Mr. Hill testified that it was not 
uncommon for GE to spend millions of dollars preserving documents in anticipation of litigation 
that never arises. 

Your Committee should give careful consideration to a practical, bright line solution to 
the dilemma now faced by businesses large and small as to when the duty to preserve 
information is triggered. For example, Professor Hubbard suggested limiting "the triggering 
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event for the preservation duty under the Rules and the federal court's inherent power to the 
initiation of proceedings in federal court." In addition, your Committee should consider an 
amendment that permits spoliation sanctions only when conduct was carried out for the purpose 
of depriving another party of the use of the destroyed evidence. Such rules would allow 
businesses to continue disposing of unimportant information in the ordinary course of business 
until litigation actually arises, and subject them to sanctions only when they depart from their 
ordinary data retention policies with spoliatory intent. 

Finally, the purpose of discovery should be to permit parties to access information that 
will enable fact finders to determine the outcome of civil litigation. Having rules that encourage 
the parties to police themselves and to focus on the most efficient means of obtaining truly 
critical evidence seems to us to be the best way to achieve that purpose. A number of respected 
academics have recognized that current rules that place the costs and burdens on the producing 
party in litigation amount to subsidization that removes all incentives for litigants to limit the 
scope of their requests. [e.g., Redish & McNamara, Ba k to the F'ulure : Discoverv Cost 
Alto alion (tntl Mo tern Procedural TheOl·v.] In effect, the current assumption that the producing 
party almost always bears almost all of the costs incurred in complying with discovery requests 
amounts to a subsidy for overbroad discovery requests. This subsidy essentially takes money out 
of the pockets of American taxpayers and businesses and puts it into the pockets of lawyers. 
Therefore, I hope that your Committee gives very serious consideration to correcting the 
perverse economic incentives that these scholars have identified and takes steps to shift more of 
the costs of discovery onto the requesting party who benefits from the discovery. Such proposals 
would encourage each party to manage its own discovery expenses responsibly. 

The Hearing was part of a sincere effort to create a better civil discovery system and I am 
certain that your Committee will work with us toward the same result. We are optimistic that the 
Rules Committee will recommend enacting rule reforms to address the principal concerns 
discussed at the hearing. Such reforms would free Americans to devote their financial resources 
to job creation and more productive, economic uses. 

Sincerely, 
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